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Abstract 

 

The growing demand of cloud adoption in the organizations has made IT business to refine their existing strategy. It is important 

to leverage the existing infrastructure and move the data to cloud which has a competitive edge in terms of operational cost. The 

adaptability to change is the key and with the agility through cloud, highly scalable and data availability with minimal downtime 

at enterprise is established. Microsoft Azure is one of the leading cloud vendors in the market and their capabilities in Analytics, 

Data and Storage services helps the organizations to move their data to cloud with ease.  They provide hybrid cloud model with 

related services which enable flexibility to meet any specific business needs with instant scalability and flexible architectural 

patterns. There are catalog of services offered by Microsoft Azure to have the data on cloud and build an integrated solution. In 

this paper, Azure cloud data and storage services are discussed along with other essential capabilities providing value to 

business. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud analytics has become one of the key business strategy technology initiatives for the future. There are leading cloud 

platform vendors who provide flexible cloud services on the basis of pay as you use subscription model. Microsoft Azure is one 

among them. They have been positioned as leader in the cloud service providers and have consistent hybrid cloud model. Azure 

services are available through different data centers operating across the regions worldwide.  

Azure platform are highly scalable and they provide collection of cloud services in analytics, database, storage and many other 

applications. Organizations find it easy to adopt the cloud strategy with minimal cost for moving their data on cloud. The agile 

response to the business opportunities and challenges enable cloud computing to be at the top. Organizations with adaptability to 

change become successful having the vision for cloud adoption. The emerging technology trends are revolving around social, 

mobility, analytics and cloud. Organizations incorporating these areas in their capability offerings lead the business market. 

Azure services can be accessed through azure management portal with single sign-on. All the services are readily available 

and based on the business requirements; the essential business case can be built with ease. There are some preview services 

which are limited to selective participants and available only for evaluation purpose. The different options available through 

services describe analytics on the cloud. Azure HDInsight under analytics services is the big data service on cloud which 

provides the complete Hadoop ecosystem containing the comprehensive set of apache projects. The clusters set up are straight 

forward and creating a storage account takes minimal time. Azure data and storage services include SQL database as a service 

for relational database and un-structured data are stored in Storage Blobs. Azure hybrid solution lets the organization to have 

data both on-premise and on cloud through express route or through other VPN connectivity. Identity and access management 

are handled through Azure Active Directory which synchronize the user directory between the platforms. There are some 

advanced analytics capabilities provided by Microsoft to build Internet of things solution on cloud and perform predictive 

analytics to predict the future based on the data set. Azure Stream analytics service process the real-time data from internet of 

things devices and Azure Machine Learning Studio facilitate predictive analytics using various statistical methods available on 

cloud. All these services enable organizations to get a business insight and build improved strategy. 

II. AZURE DEPLOYMENT MODELS 

There are two standard azure deployment models which are available for use while using the cloud services. They are azure 

resource manager and azure service management or classic model. The existing applications are deployed in the classic virtual 

network and all the new applications are deployed in the resource manager. Microsoft recommends using resource manager for 

the latest azure services. There is a concept of resource group in azure resource manager model which allow each resource 

created to be placed within a resource group. 
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III. CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS 

Networking is one of the cloud capabilities which is given due importance for data security. There are three connectivity options 

available on the cloud. A point to site VPN connectivity helps to enable a secure connection on the virtual network. A site to site 

VPN connectivity allows creating a secure connection between on-premise site and virtual network. Private connections are 

created between azure data centers and existing infrastructure on-premise through azure express route. 

IV. DATA AND STORAGE SERVICES 

Data and Storage services provide a flexible platform to manage and store data on cloud. Azure data and storage service features 

are shown in the following figure. 

 
Fig. 1: Azure Data and Storage Services 

 SQL Database 

A fully managed relational database service on cloud which provides high availability and scalability performance. It has 

business ready capabilities which are built on SQL Server technology. 

 DocumentDB 

A NoSQL database service which is designed for automatic scaling and stored as JSON documents. They are built for fast and 

predictable performance and suitable for IoT applications. 

 Redis Cache 

This service provides high throughput and consistent low-latency data access to build fast and scalable applications. They are 

easy to manage and use. Redis Cache helps the application to become more responsive with increased user load. 

 Storage 

Storage service is one of the important services in the data and storage capabilities as it stores both structured and unstructured 

datasets. We can store up to 500 terabytes (TB) of data in one storage account. There are four type of storage features which are 

as follows: 

 Blob Storage: It stores unstructured data which can be a document, media file or application installer. It is also referred to as 

object storage. 

 Table Storage: It stores structured data which is a NoSQL key-attribute data store which allows fast access to large 

quantities of data. 

 Queue Storage: This type of storage provides messaging services for reliable communication between components of cloud 

services. 

 File Storage: It facilitates shared storage for legacy applications using standard SMB protocol. Azure virtual machines and 

cloud services share file data across applications. 

 StorSimple 

A hybrid cloud storage solution which has the following features. 
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Fig. 2: StorSimple Service 

Tiering automatically arranges data based on usage. It moves inactive, archival data to the cloud. Local volume helps to keep the 

primary data on the physical StorSimple device. Cloud snapshot enable rapid movement of snapshots to the cloud to support 

integrated disaster. Data deduplication is the data compression technique to reduce the storage growth rates. 

 Search 

A fully managed search as a service feature which load and update automatically with integrated indexers. Irrespective of where 

the application is located, it provides reduced search latency. 

 SQL Data Warehouse 

This service is built on massive parallel processing architecture to handle complex enterprise workload. This is cloud based data 

warehouse solution to process large volume of data both relational and non-relational. The architectural components include 

control node, compute nodes, Blob storage, and data movement service. 

 SQL Server Stretch Database 

Stretch Database is a feature of SQL Server 2016 which helps to migrate the data securely to azure cloud. There are no changes 

made in the application during data movement. 

V. HYBRID CLOUD MODEL 

Microsoft Azure offers a consistent hybrid cloud solution to handle the data on-premise and on cloud. When building a hybrid 

cloud scenario, there are effective ways to simplify the operational cost. There are hybrid database scenarios where organization 

would have made huge investments in SQL Server on-premise. The business demands to have the data on cloud where hybrid 

model comes in handy to fulfill such requirements. They move the data from on-premise to cloud and vice-versa. There are 

various advantages in terms of scalability and flexibility to meet the business demands.  

It is a fact that more than 65% of enterprises have already adapted hybrid cloud model as part of their cloud strategy. 

 
Fig. 3: Hybrid Cloud 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Cloud Analytics brings the transformation in the emerging technology trends for future of business. Microsoft Azure stack helps 

the organizations to easily move the data to cloud with optimized operational cost. The services available in the cloud platform 

enable to meet the customer demand, build strong analytics capabilities and improve strategy. There are various tangible benefits 

through effective cloud strategy and leverage the existing IT infrastructure. Data and storage services through azure deployment 

model ease the availability of data and work on the business case to build the required architecture. Cloud services enable 

automation in the workflow and make smarter decisions in the business. 
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